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Targeted
support

External peer
support group

121
individuals
attending
from 89
services

4810
Children
benefiting from
staff
implementing
improvements

Attendance
rate 90%
3 National
learning
communities
introducing
quality
improvement in
early years
settings

SSSC Open
Badge
available

Live sessions,
project
clinics, 1-2-1
support

The overarching aim of this project is to support funded ELC settings
across Scotland to improve the quality of ELC provision and meet the
National Standard. The programme focuses on providing targeted
support to those settings not currently meeting, or at risk of not
meeting, the National Standard.
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Universal
support

An
introduction
to Quality
Improvement

Key
question 5
Self
evaluation

16740 views
of our Key
question 5
selfevaluation
sessions

Bite size sessions
introduced on the
CI HUB

Introduction
the new ELC
Quality
Framework

Quick wins –
Medication, Safe
recruitment, SSSC
registration,
Notifications &
Quality assurance
calendar

Scrutiny &
Assurance
during
Covid19

Regular
social media
updates

As well as providing targeted support, the team have recorded sessions
and created a number of universal resources to support the wider ELC
sector. These resources have been designed to allow services to select
and view sessions from a menu which can be viewed in their own time.
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Feedback

“I found them helpful as they were
short, to the point videos which
contained clear information”

“Being part of a community has allowed me to share
practice and ideas with other settings has helped me
to look at small changes and not be overwhelmed
with the bigger ones building on the changes and
understanding that, it is ok you need to start small to
make big changes. Communication with all ie staff,
children and parent/carers is very important to
implement change and I now feel confident in that.”

“Presentations have been easy to follow and
explained well throughout. I enjoy taking part in
break out rooms to engage in discussions with others
in a similar situations and share ideas/ experiences.
Also helped seeing/ hearing about an example of an
aim, change idea and how the whole cycle works.”

“The ability to discuss with peers and share
information. Availability of improvement
officer for discussion”

“These were absolutely fantastic thank you.
They were clear, concise and gave the key
messages. In a busy world these provide us
with a clear reminder to keep focussed on
Quality. They really are Quick Wins!”
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